Bilateral Inverted Papilloma of Maxillary and Ethmoid Sinuses with Multiple Recurrences

Abstract

Introduction: Bilateral inverted papilloma is uncommon. It is locally invasive, often recurs and has a risk of malignant transformation.

Objective: To describe a patient with bilateral inverted papilloma of sinonasal cavity with multiple recurrences followed up for more than 10 years at our centre.

Method: A case report and a brief review of the literature on the management of bilateral inverted papilloma.

Result: A 52 year old male presented with bilateral nasal obstruction, histology revealed bilateral inverted papilloma. He underwent endoscopic partial medial maxillectomy and canine fossa puncture, followed by two more endoscopic surgeries. He had three recurrences with one, three, and four years of disease free follow up between each episode.

Conclusion: Bilateral inverted papillomas are rare. These can present with bilateral nasal obstruction. The approach to resection should be chosen with the goal of complete evacuation of tumour. Patients with bilateral disease should have long-term surveillance for recurrence and/or malignancy.
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Introduction

Inverted papilloma (IP) or Shneiderian papilloma is a benign neoplasm of the sinonasal cavity that is hallmarked by its locally invasiveness, tendency for recurrence and malignant transformation. They arise from the ectodermally derived Scheiderian mucosa that lines the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses. Predominantly observed in males in their fifth and sixth decade of life, it has an annual incidence of 0.6-1.5 per 100,000. Mostly IP occur unilaterally and the incidence of bilateral synchronous inverted papilloma is 4-5% [1,2]. The most common site of occurrence of IP is at the lateral nasal wall and maxillary sinus, followed by ethmoid air cells and nasal septum. Less commonly these can arise at the sphenoid and frontal sinuses. Bilateral presentation can be due to synchronous multicentric growth with no communication or unilateral disease spreading to the contralateral side through septal perforation [3]. Often it is difficult to determine the disease origin due to the involvement of multiple sites.

Histologically Shneiderian papillomas exhibit two patterns of growth: exophytic which includes the fungiform subtype which commonly arise at the nasal septum, and endophytic which includes inverted and oncocytic subtypes [4]. Microscopically, inverted papilloma is composed exclusively or almost exclusively of hyper plastic ribbons of basement membrane-enclosed epithelium that grows in endophytic pattern into the underlying stroma. The epithelium is multilayered and formed of squamous or ciliated columnar cells mixed with mucocytes. Evidence for Human Papilloma Virus involvement in the aetiology of inverted papilloma is growing [5-7]. Squamous cell carcinoma is also associated with inverted papilloma4. Carcinoma can be synchronous or metachronous with the occurrence of inverted papilloma and range from well to poorly differentiated types. Inverted papillomas are primarily managed surgically. Meticulous surgical excision of entire tumour is paramount to prevent recurrence [8]. Endoscopic approach to managing these tumours has gained sound plausibility [9-10]. Combined endoscopic and open approaches maybe required for adequate exposure, and when tumour involvement is extensive.

We present a case of bilateral inverted papilloma in a 52-year-old man that co-existed with inflammatory polyposis. He had three recurrences with one, three and four years of disease free follow up between each episode. The case illustrates the importance of suspecting inverted papilloma when patients present with bilateral inflammatory polyposis and stresses the importance of long-term follow up of patients with bilateral inverted papilloma.

Case Report

A 52 year old male of Samoan descent presented to our centre in year 2003 with long term (>10 years) nasal obstruction and clear nasal discharge. Anterior rhinoscopy showed bilateral grade IV nasal polyps. Nasoendoscopic examination of the left nasal cavity revealed numerous pale polypoid masses in the inferior meatus and middle meatus whilst the right nasal cavity was completely full of polyps. Computerized tomography (CT) scan revealed extensive bilateral disease with polyposis involving the paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity and nasopharynx. There was no evidence of bony sclerosis, thickening or destruction (Figure 1). He suffered from asthma and had undergone bilateral functional endoscopic sinus surgeries. He had three recurrences with one, three, and four years of disease free follow up between each episode. The case illustrates the importance of long-term surveillance for recurrence and/or malignancy.

Histologically, inverted papilloma exhibits two patterns of growth: exophytic which includes the fungiform subtype which commonly arise at the nasal septum, and endophytic which includes inverted and oncocytic subtypes [4]. Microscopically, inverted papilloma is composed exclusively or almost exclusively of hyper plastic ribbons of basement membrane-enclosed epithelium that grows in endophytic pattern into the underlying stroma. The epithelium is multilayered and formed of squamous or ciliated columnar cells mixed with mucocytes. Evidence for Human Papilloma Virus involvement in the aetiology of inverted papilloma is growing [5-7]. Squamous cell carcinoma is also associated with inverted papilloma4. Carcinoma can be synchronous or metachronous with the occurrence of inverted papilloma and range from well to poorly differentiated types. Inverted papillomas are primarily managed surgically. Meticulous surgical excision of entire tumour is paramount to prevent recurrence [8]. Endoscopic approach to managing these tumours has gained sound plausibility [9-10]. Combined endoscopic and open approaches maybe required for adequate exposure, and when tumour involvement is extensive.
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Histologically, inverted papilloma exhibits two patterns of growth: exophytic which includes the fungiform subtype which commonly arise at the nasal septum, and endophytic which includes inverted and oncocytic subtypes [4]. Microscopically, inverted papilloma is composed exclusively or almost exclusively of hyper plastic ribbons of basement membrane-enclosed epithelium that grows in endophytic pattern into the underlying stroma. The epithelium is multilayered and formed of squamous or ciliated columnar cells mixed with mucocytes. Evidence for Human Papilloma Virus involvement in the aetiology of inverted papilloma is growing [5-7]. Squamous cell carcinoma is also associated with inverted papilloma4. Carcinoma can be synchronous or metachronous with the occurrence of inverted papilloma and range from well to poorly differentiated types. Inverted papillomas are primarily managed surgically. Meticulous surgical excision of entire tumour is paramount to prevent recurrence [8]. Endoscopic approach to managing these tumours has gained sound plausibility [9-10]. Combined endoscopic and open approaches maybe required for adequate exposure, and when tumour involvement is extensive.
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Sinus surgery (FESS) previously elsewhere. In 2004, with a preoperative diagnosis of chronic rhinosinusitis with bilateral polyposis, a revision FESS was performed and the polyps were sent for histological examination. On macroscopic examination, the polyps from both sides appeared smooth, shiny and cream in colour. Histological examination of polypoid fragments from both sides was consistent with bilateral synchronous Schneiderian papilloma along with inflammatory polyps.

Based on the diagnosis, the patient underwent further surgical intervention. The pre-operative contrast enhanced CT scan revealed extensive residual mass on right maxillary sinus with minimal residual mass on the left maxillary antrum margin extending to the middle ethmoid through the surgical defect (Figure 2). Both frontoethmoidal recesses were filled with soft tissue mass while the rest of the sinuses were clear. Further surgery was carried out when right nasal cavity and antrum were found to be completely obliterated by polypoid tissue. Complete maxillary sinus clearance was achieved with endoscopic partial medial maxillectomy combined with canine fossa puncture. On the left side middle turbinate mucosa had several small polyps and left maxillary antrum macroscopically appeared clear. The histological examination of specimens from both nasal cavities revealed inverted papilloma with no epithelial dysplasia or malignancy. The patient remained under clinical surveillance and in year 2008 bilateral small nasal polyps were noted and further investigated by CT scan that demonstrated soft tissue mass filling right maxillary sinus and extended medially through surgical defect of medial maxillary sinus wall (Figure 3). The left sided nasal cavity did not reveal any suspicious features. He underwent right revision FESS and the histology showed IP in the specimen excised from the floor of right maxillary sinus.

The patient was kept under regular follow up when in the year 2012 he was noticed to have soft granulation tissue arising from right middle meatus and extending to the nasal cavity. The CT scan confirmed a soft tissue opacification of right maxillary sinus extending to the right nasal cavity (Figure 4). He underwent FESS and intra-operatively a large polypoid mass extending from right maxillary sinus to nasal cavity was removed. No macroscopic residual mass was observed with 45 and 70 degree endoscopic examination. Histological examination of the right middle meatus polypoidal mass confirmed the presence of Schneiderian papilloma of exophytic subtype. He has been followed up regularly since then. He is asymptomatic and to date have been recurrence free at 2 years of follow up, both clinically and radiologically (Figure 5).
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Discussion

Bilateral inverted papilloma presentation is exceedingly uncommon compared to inflammatory polypsis. When patients present with bilateral nasal obstruction with polyposis, it is worth considering the possibility of coexisting inverted papilloma. An initial outpatient biopsy would have helped early recognition of bilateral inverted papilloma in our patient who had both inflammatory nasal polyposis and IPs. Nasal obstruction and hyposmia are the commonest presenting symptoms of bilateral inverted papilloma [3,11,12]. The presenting symptom can be different depending on site of IP as bilateral sphenoethmoid sinus inverted papilloma can present with intermittent mild epistaxis and postnasal drip [13,14]. Computer tomography (CT) scan is useful to delineate the sinonasal disease extent and to confirm any bony destruction if present. However extent of disease may be difficult to determine with CT scan in the presence of polyposis with inflammatory exudate. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide better soft tissue definition in such scenarios. Complete clearance of tumour is the goal of inverted papilloma surgery. Historically open procedures such as lateral rhinotomy and midfacial degloving approaches were often chosen to gain maximum possible access to tumour. Increasingly IP is dealt with an endoscopic approach. For a patient with bilateral maxillary and ethmoid inverted papilloma, the use of bilateral rhinotomy incision has been described [15]. However, bilateral dacryocystorhinostomy and bicanilicular stent tubes were placed to prevent epiphora from damage to the nasolacrimal apparatus during this approach. At six month follow up the patient was disease free and had a good cosmetic outcome [15].

An exclusive endoscopic approach may be sufficient to address inverted papilloma confined to the lateral nasal wall, maxillary sinus and ethmoid sinus [16]. Combined open and endoscopic approach is a useful way to access confines limited to the endoscopic approach such as the inferolateral floor of the maxillary sinus, orbit, nasofrontal duct and frontal sinus. Caldwell-Luc approach is useful to gain access to the inferior, lateral and anterior aspect of the maxillary sinus. However, we decided to use canine fossa puncture to address these confines on the basis of it being a useful technique to address severe disease of the maxillary sinus [17]. For bilateral inverted papilloma of the nasofrontal ducts and frontal sinuses, endoscopic Lothrop followed by osteoplasticy flap is an option [12]. When the bilateral IP is extensive, tumour can cross the natural boundaries of sinonasal cavity. Panda et al., has described two patients with intracranial extension of bilateral inverted papilloma [18]. One requiring a craniofacial resection of tumour with combined expertise of an otorhinolaryngologist and neurosurgeon for a tumour that extended to the anterior cranial fossa and left orbit. Another patient with extensive disease in maxillary and ethmoid sinuses with intracranial extension bilaterally was treated with bilateral lateral rhinotomy and medial maxilektomy. Recurrence has been a key feature of inverted papilloma. More recently, the recurrence rate of IP managed purely with endoscopic approach has been shown to be between 3.3% to 9.09% [8,10]. In another series patients who had undergone endoscopic and combined approaches demonstrated a recurrence rate of 6.3% [19]. Wang et al., have demonstrated that inverted papilloma recurrence is dependent on the thoroughness of the first surgical resection than the stage of disease or the surgical approach [8]. The study also demonstrated that recurrence is a risk factor for further recurrence. Currently, whether the site of recurrence is from the primary or a secondary location is a matter of controversy. Long-term follow up is important for patients with bilateral inverted papilloma due to tendency for recurrence and association with malignancy. The longest disease free period for our patient was 4 years. Salmore et al., has suggested at least 6 years of disease free follow up for their patient with bilateral inverted papilloma [11].

Conclusion

Consider bilateral inverted papilloma in patients presenting with bilateral nasal obstruction with polyposis. The approach to resection should be chosen with the goal of complete eradication of tumour. Patients with bilateral IP should have long-term surveillance for recurrence and or malignancy.

Summary

Inverted papilloma (IP) or Shneiderian papilloma is a benign neoplasm of the sinonasal cavity that is hallmarked by its locally invasiveness, tendency for recurrence and malignant transformation. Classic presentation of IP is a unilateral nasal mass but bilateral IP can rarely occur causing bilateral nasal blockage. IP should be considered as a differential diagnosis when dealing with bilateral nasal polyposis.

Surgical clearance of IP is the standard of care and the patients with IP require long term follow up with nasal endoscopy to monitor disease recurrence.
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